This piece reconstructs and reflects upon the terms of the theoretical projection underlying Max Tomba's book, Marx's Temporalities, with particular reference to his use of the concepts of multiple temporalities (Enst Bloch) and temporal layers (Bloch and Reinhart Koselleck). Tomba's use of these concepts, it is argued, productively relocates Marx's writings within the framework of the 20 th -century philosophy of time. However, Tomba's dependence upon received versions of these concepts, untransformed, reproduces theoretical problems implicit within them, which have been intensified by recent developments within global capital. The application of these concepts to an understanding of the historical present, understood as a situation of globally disjunctive contemporaranity, is seen to be, in part, vitiated by their embeddness within an increasingly exhausted past.
no reference to Heidegger). 3 The idea that 'Capital is a treatise on time, not only on stolen time, but also on its transformation and ontologisation' 4 opens up an interpretative horizon that is explored here primarily in the wake of the writings of The first two of these three figures were anti-Heideggerian Marxists, who sought to occupy the space opened up by the early Heidegger's existentialism on quite different philosophical and political terms (in part, provided by Christian and mystical Jewish messianism, respectively); the third, is a politically ambivalent (at best) student of Heidegger and Gadamer, who transformed the hermeneutical side of their ontology into a novel brand of historical semantics, as the methodological basis for a new kind of conceptual history. Bloch's multiversum, conceiving of differences between historical temporalities as 'a polyphony of a unity'; Benjmain's novum exploding in the clash between different times; Koselleck's generalization of Bloch's idea of multiple layers of time (Zeitschichten) -these are the sources that come together in Tomba's book to structure readings of Marx that aim to think 'temporal diversities' politically. The world market is a mechanism for synchronising temporalities, Tomba argues, so the problem becomes how 'to think the temporalities that are asynchronic in relation to the process of synchronization'. 5 This is an extremely productive formulation. However, the way in which There are two main issues at stake: first, the theorisation of the multiplicity of social temporalities within contemporary capitalism, via the appropriation of the idea of a 'multi-layered temporal dialectic' to be found in the writings of Bloch and Koselleck; and second, the articulation of the unity of these temporalities through the concept of synchronization, with respect to (i) the world market and (ii) the experience of divergent or conflicting temporalities as the 'political occasion of an intervention'. 6 We must start, therefore, elsewhere than by the book lies in the gap between these two carefully paired essays -in much the same way that Etienne Balibar has suggested that the 'fecundity' of Althusser's 'Ideological State Apparatuses' essay derives from the 'suspension of the argument in the vicinity of the decisive articulation' between 'two fundamentally discontinuous series of arguments'. 8 There is a kind of formal sleight of hand whereby, being placed next to each other, the two series appear to enter into a relation, despite the fact there no theoretical development actually occurs mediating the two. The prospect of an integral theoretical position is thus gestured towards, but remains frustratingly out of view.
Learning from fascism
Bloch's 'Summary Transition' is the fifty-page middle section of the central part of (1) as a strictly structural temporality (this is Tomba's choice in his displacement of the idea onto the plurality of temporalities of capital), (2) objectively sametimely ones (the classical revolutionary scenario), the proletarian hegemonic agent was understood to act only via its re-articulation of (subjectively and objectively) non-sametimely contradictions with objectively sametimely ones.
Whilest these non-sametimely contradictions themeselves were seen to be capable of shedding their 'reactionary' political character, only is this way. However, this scenario abstracts the hegemonic agent itself from historical temporality, making it the external 'master' of a multiplicity of which it is, in fact, a part. In the postAlthusserian context of Tomba's book (theoretically legitimated there somewhat awkwardlky via Benjamin), this aporetic externality is ontologized, in the identification of political actions as events. The aleatory temporality of the 'occasion' alone connects structure to event. But the connection is purely formal. Those temporalities that are divergent from or conflicting with the process of synchronization do not seem capable of forms of political agency that can structurally transform that synchronization itself. The temporal aporia is at the same time an aporia of the political subject. Acts are considered to take place within particular temporalities, and as articulations of different temporalities, but not as being productive of their own temporalities, and hence their own new synchronizations.
Tomba convincingly places Marx's writings firmly within the framework of the philosophy of time, and he brings to them there certain decisive theoretical innovations from the 1930s and the 1960s. These innovations move us closer to being able to theorize the temporal complexities of our historical present, but they are stopped short by the growing exhaustion as those pasts themselves.
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